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of them have sought to sing of the great events of history—
and not merely of Byzantine history but of the history
of mankind—e.g. the glorious Crusades of the seventh
century—yet not one of them can claim a place in world-
literature—not even the Poet Laureate of Heraclius, George
of Pisidia, nor the Poet Laureate of Nicephorus Phocas,
John the Geometrician. There is no breath of the true spirit
either of epic or of lyric poetry in their elegant, frigid, and
pedantic works. If chance had not preserved for us some
fragments of popular songs from the ninth and tenth cen-
turies of an inspiration similar to that of the klephtic ballads
of modern Greece, we might be tempted to believe that even
the heroism of the war against the Arabs never awoke in a
Byzantine bard that primitive enthusiasm which recurs in
the historical songs of almost all barbarian peoples* Even
the Armenians possess a large body of secular poetry. Such
poetry was denied to Byzantium, doubtless partly because
Byzantium neglected the language of the people which was
full of poetic possibilities in order to write almost exclusively
in a learned idiom. But the principal reason for this absence
of a poetic literature is to be sought in the almost complete
domination of the Byzantine by religious interests. The
true, the only Byzantine poets are those who in their
modesty styled themselves 'melodes', humble monks whose
sole aim was the enrichment of the liturgy. They indeed are
truly inspired, but the source of their inspiration is to be
found in the Scriptures and in the drama of the liturgy; and
it must also be said that their art does not follow classical
models or the rules which govern classical poetry. The
earliest of these poets are pupils of the Syrians whose
strophes, refrains, and acrostics they imitate. One great
name must be mentioned—that of Romanus 'the Melode'.
He was a deacon born in Syria who came to Constantinople
in the sixth century: to him the Greek Church is indebted
for hymns of deep feeling, though at times their effect is
spoiled by an excess of eloquence—by those peculiarly
Byzantine faults: superfluity of words and a prodigal misuse
of elaboration. And among prose-writers—apart from some
chroniclers using the vulgar tongue or some high functionary
relating without pretention his own memoirs—those who

